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Short Description
Sonia's workshop/webinar- Aging and decaying is an adaptation; cyclic default programs

Description
This 4 part series was a result of the Redet your body webinar which took place on
September 24, 2016
The body and mind are a malleable technology!
But why live longer? Define longer!
Is it possible to override these cyclic default programs? Is there a formula?
We went even deaper as I shared my discoveries and self-experiments, supported by
scientific findings. Longevity and timelessness is a possibility in the human game
There are many human experiences that are perhaps no longer necessary but over time
these experiences became normalized. We adapt and accept the perspective of reality we
are born into. When nothing around us screams otherwise then acceptance seem to be the
only way to go. But what if that’s not the case. It is evident that each day scientists,
archeologists and historians claim to discover new interpretations of reality. We must
begin to know that it is ok and within our right to bend reality to bend time and space.

Reality wants to be shaped and molded into unlimited possibilities. The fear of reaching
for what we believe to be the impossible drives us into an acceptance of the way things
are.
I continue to experiment with overriding these cyclic programs. It has become
increasingly clear to me that it is possible to do so as did those in the workshop. We
opened up the conversation and began to unlock those possibilities from inside each of
us. We spoke about the benefits of doing so. Life is not just about dying, sure nothing
dies but there are locked away truths coded in our DNA! Come join us!
Just a few of the topics discussed and beyond this
The body's needs
The body's relationship to the cycles
The technology of consciousness
The Great pyramid (as it relates)
The calendar as it relates to the greater network
Freedom from an overdose of methods
The role of diet
The default programs
What does resetting really mean?
What’s the science behind these possibilities? This I will share using visuals
where necessary
Makers/creators, engineers and god
Engineering the human belief game for the default experience
Whats the science behind these possibilities? This I will share using visuals where
necessary
Makers/creators, engineers and god
Engineering the human belief game for the default experience
We will discussed so much more! We must introduce these concepts into our reality in
order for them to be an undoubted possibility
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